Navigating the Economics Tab

Analyze global economic data within a single tab that features an intraday economic events calendar, as well as detailed reports for countries and regions.

Choose a subtab to focus your analysis:

- **Calendar**: recent and upcoming releases of global key indicators
- **Country/Region**: detailed reports for a specified country or region
- **Comparison**: comparable data for key economic concepts across a large number of countries
- **Estimates**: annual estimates for key economic concepts for a country
- **Policy Rates**: current central bank monetary policy rates from countries around the world, including both recent and upcoming rate changes

Use the left pane to specify the date/period for the report, limit the calendar to view upcoming releases for specific economic indicators, or target a specific region.

Click links within the calendar to access more detailed information. For example, from the Event Info dialog box, you can jump to the Economic Synopsis report for that country, view the data in chart or report format, and launch the website.

Choose the Country/Region tab to view a variety of economic reports for a specific country or region (e.g., debt issuance, national accounts, inflation). Select the Key Indicators report for an overview of major indicators.

Click on an indicator to view a quick chart, key dates, and launch additional reports for that series.

**TIP**: Read about the latest updates for the Economics tab in the "Market Analytics" category of FactSet Notify. Click the category’s envelope icon to receive email alerts.
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